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OFFICER - IN - CHARGES'S REPORT
Institute Finances
The Institute is in a better financial position this financial
year. The fund for this financial year stands at $768 000.00
compared to $496 000.00 for the last financial year when in fact
were it not for the Department the fund was not even sufficient
to cover salaries. A lot more Institute projects and activities
will be accomplished within this financial year. These will be
highlighted in the relevant sections below.
Staffinq and staff traininq.
Junior staff
There are a number of vacant posts broken down as fol lows:-
3 for scouts
1 for office orderly and
3 for qeneral hands.
A number of promotions have been effected. The following Messrs
T. Maburutse, P. Murambiwa. O. Chidamba and P Chipunza have been
promoted from Scout II to Scout I. Mr. E. Masese has been
promoted from general hand to Scout II,
Senior staff
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The post of the technician Mr. Nyamhanza has not been resolved.
The journeyman rost was esocìally abplied for the Institute.
As there seems to he not much move f rom the Deoartment to
resolve the problem the Institute will insist that Mr. Nyamhanza
comes back to Kariba or leaves the post. A lot of money is spent
in taking vehicles and vessels to garages when at the same time
salaries are paid to somebody who is not available to do the
jobs. Furthermore, as there will be more vehicles and vessels in
the main NORAD pro.iect it is important that this issue s
resolved as soon as possible.
There is one vacant pQst for a technician. This should be filled
in by a laboratory technician. The need for this type of person
is outstandinq. The Department has been approached to apply to
Public Service Commission for unfreezing of this post.
Miss P. Chifamba is on martenity leave.
Miss R. Sanyanga is on a Masters programme in Hydrobiology and
Fisheries Management at the University of Wales Institute of
Science and Technology.
Mr. H. Nyaruwa is on a masters programme in food science and
5technology at Humberside (U.K. i. Public Service Commission has
recently granted him authority for continuation after his post
graduate diploma.
Staff training abroad is under the sponsorship of NORAD. in the
context of the Zambia/Zimbabwe Lake Kariba pro.iect. Training has
been encouraged to prepare ecologists to be competent in their
research areas. The training fields have been chosen to meet the
requirements on research on Lake Kariba.
It is important that this is realised from the outset so that it
is appreciated that after training the ecologists have to come
back to Kariba. This is emphasised because there have been
tendencies within the branch. to shift research staff without due
appreciation of their work at the stations.
Training beyond the masters level should not be carried out at
the detriment of research projects. Running an effective
research programme first should be a oriority in thìs context.
Mr. Songore is expected to go for training this year 1990.
There is also a need at the Institute or at Head Office of a
fisheries economist.
Staff accommodation
The house that was being constructed by Nheweyembwa Investments
has been handed over to Construction for comnletion hooefully
within this financial year, Completion is cost recoverable from
the Institute.
Two more houses will be put un under the NORAO project. One of
the houses will be utilised as a guest house for Project
personnel and the second for long term external staff. One stand
has already been applied for and an application or the second is
being made.
Cd) Institute exnansion
There is need for more laboratory space and offices to cater for
increased activity within the main project. As the situation on
the proposed Institute site is not finalised moving the Institute
to a new site will be delayed. Hence the need to expand on the
current site but using prefabricated material. Funds have been
set aside for a sub station at Binga. From the outset there will
be a guest house for officers and one for junior staff. There
will also be a field store, a laboratory and one office for
senior staff and one for junior staff. The clear set up will be
clarified in due course. This will facilitate working on that
side of the lake.
Vehicles and Vessels
The Daihatsu pick-up has been reconditioned by Cairns Motors in
Harare. It is running well and hooefullv it will last sorne time.
The landrover 109 Dick-up will also be sent for rebuilding as
soon as the tender procedures are finalised. The Landrover 110
is also needing a major job on the gear box which is a headache
all the time.
There are plans to acquire a new vehicle this financial year.
This will depend on the availability of foreign currency.
A number of new vehicles will also be obtained for the main NORAD
pro3ect.
The Pelican has been having engine overheating problems. This
was due to a failed water pump and it is fixed now. Plans are
being made to take the boat out of the water as soon as possible
for repainting of the bottom part of the hull.
It seems construction of the new vessel may take off soon.
Morrison Brothers re-won the tender and the original hustles
with the contract have been cleared now. A signing ceremony on
the contract is exoected soon and this will clear the way for
work on the vessel to commence.
Delivery is expected 9 months after the signing ceremony, unless
some problems arise. These may pertain to local shortages of
material.
Arrangements are being made for NORAD to sponsor the boat
surveyor who is required to inspect the vessel at a number of
stages during construction. In the original agreement it was FAQ
who were expected to sponsor the surveyor.
The tender price for the hull construction is $292 Oflfl flfl It
was $125 000.00 back in 1986. How times change. The engine and
equipment requirements for the vessel will be provided in the
NORAD pro.iect.
Lake Kariba Fisheries Research Institute 1989 audit
The auditors' report is not yet available but one standing issue
pertains to Lake Kariba Fisheries Research Institute subsidizing
staff accommodation. This has been a query for the past three
years.
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Rent subsidy for staff is a practice that has gone on since FAO
were running the station. But apparently no document authorising
7the practice has been located. The auditors have sought to see
this document without which the Institute should comolv with
Ministry of Construction circulars governinq rentais.
The Institute leases 5 senior staff houses from Zambezi River
Authority and has two government senior staff houses. All junior
staff accommodation is leased from the Kariba Town Council.
Rentals on the leased houses are very high. If the subsidy is
not continued considerable discomfort will be experienced by
staff.
It is likely that staff will opt to transfer to stations within
the Department that have Departmental houses. Jobs are so hard
to come by so it is unlikely there will be immediate
resignations.
Paragraph (i) of subsection (b) of section 6 of the constitution
of Lake Kariba Fisheries Research Institute fund provides for the
Committee of Management to decide on any right s or privileges
that may necessitate efficient operation of Institute activities.
This part of the constitution may be adequate to cover the need
for rentai subsidies.
This oart of the constitution has been cited to the Comptroller
and Auditor General who will most probably seek interoretation
from the Attorney General's office. Hopefully this problem will
be resolved in favour of the Institute.
(g Fisheries Manaqement
Fish poaching has assumed unbearable proportions. Poachers are
operating in the vicinity of Kariba which is prohibited from
commercial fistiing.
The problem is related to the proxïmity of Freshnet factory to
the residential areas. Freshnet buys fish on site and this has
tremendously encouraged people to set gill-nets in the waters
near by. Previous1y Freshnet were requested to buy fish from
only those with fish hawkers licences. This didn't help because
those without the licences gave their fish to licenced hawkers to
sell on their behalf.
One of the solutions to the problem would be to ask Freshnet to
stop buying from the factory site but instead to buy from the
fishing camps.
To have a more strict control and to increase chances of winning
antipoaching cases in court. a number of regulatons have been
sent for gazetting. Hope this will be finalised soon.
8Although the following is not connected to fish poaching it could
conveniently be brought up at this stage. In the past hotels and
resorts in the Kariba environmecits have applied for a fishing
permit "to provide fish as food for their guests". This has been
turned down on the premise that these should buy from the
fishermen along the shores to provide them a market. Besides
these hotels and resorts can afford to buy fish. Hopefully this
stand is maintained.
2. THE ZAMBIA/ZIMBABWE LAKE KARIBA FISHERIES RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
The pre-pro.iect phase of this project lasted one year from April
1988 to May 1989. The pre-pro.iect phase accomplished most of its
objectives. Problems and reciuirements in the organisation o-f
both the artisanal and commercial fisheries in Lake Kariba have
been identified although in a broad manner. These now form the
basis of defining the scope and programme of activities of the
main oroject. The following is a brief outline of these. Note
is taken o-F the fact that only kaoenta is a shared resource with
Zambia and activity programmes on this resource will be joint.
The approach to the inshore fisheries problem will be different.
The inshore fisheries in both countries form a separate resource.
Besides t.he current administrative set up (e.g. the settlement
pattern) and level of infrastructure are different. This wìll
necessitate a different approach between the two countries. It
became clear in the re-oroject phase that due to these
considerations the whole pro.iect be subsidized into the inshore
fishery and commercial fishery, sub projects.
The main pro.iect will be initiated through two workshops. The
first workshop will take place in March 1990. This will be on
the inshore fishery sub-proiect. The second workshoo will take
olace in November 1990. This will be on the commercal fishery
sub pro.iect.
The workshops are intended to outline in detail the sampling
programmes of the vanous research projects. The project intends
to invite for participation in the workshops leading researchers
in respect of the proposed research ' projects. This will also
-Facilitate linkages with outside fisheries institutions.
The ìnshore fishery sub - project.
There are two major problems in this area. The first problem is
the contradiction between a heavy demand on the fishery and the
low fishery potential. In other words there are too many
fishermen on a small and limited resource. Over the past five
years the number of fishermen has increased at the rate of 5% per
'year. These increases are due to demographic growth and the
effects of drought. Like in any open access fishery of low
9capital requirements aqrarian people tend to shift to fishing in
the face of failed agriculture.
The first problem pertains to lack of security in respect of
settlement and lack of ownership of property along the shore.
People have been expected to have security in their traditional
homes.
The main pro.ject will adopt an excessively ambitious approach to
these problems. The project will work out a master plan for the
whole inshore area. This will form the frame work for
development of the inshore based activities. The pian will
contain a provision for the fishing communities to engage in
economic generating activities other than fisheries alone.
Hopefully this will draw some fishermen from fishing so that
those who remain fishing will do so viably. There will of course
be a need to make sure that after the exercise the number of
fishermen will not increase. This could be done through
provision of exclusive fishing zones where the respective
operators in these will Jealously guard the zone.
Research activities will focus on the soclo-economic aspects of
the communities the biological parameters of the ìnshore fishes
as well as fish processing techniques.
The Institute has no socio-economists so the ro.lect will draw on
the services of the Centre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS)
spear headed by Professor Murchree. Professor Murphree's team
has already carried out socia-economic studies of the fishing
communities in the pre-project phase
The FAO Regional Project for Inland Fisheries Planning and
Management (IFIP) based in Bu.jumbura have indicated interest in
particloation. IFIP has wide experience of socio-economic
aspects of the various fisherìes in East and West Africa so their
input will increase the spectrum of the project. IFIP will not
be involved in field work but will be handy at the workshop and
in monitoring and evaluation of the project.
The commercial fishery suh-oro,iect
IFIP has requested that the intended workshop in November
incorporates their input. IFIP will fund a workshop on fisheries
management for a selected few African countries. This will taKe
place in Kariba. The workshop's theme will be on the use of
bioeconomic models in fisheries management and will use the
Kariba data. ICLARM has also expressed interest in this. The
Kariba kapenta fishery is one of the very few fisheries which are
not yet over exploíted. Hence the level of interest both IFIP
and ICLARM have. It will be a model fishery and modern
management tools will he applied to follow the fishery
management.
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Research on kapenta will be joint wìth Zambia and will focus on
the whole ecology of this fish. The monitoring of cohort
development through length frequency analysis will indicate the
population structure of the fish. Are there two annual breeding
pooulations of this fish and what are the relative strengths of
these? Which are the breeding areas and what are the breeding
behaviour of the fish? Evaluation of these aspects will tell
the evolutionary strategies of the fish and this will influence
management decisions.
The project has made possible a loint approach to the fishery
development on Kariba. Co-operation in the pre-prolect phase was
good and hopefully this will continue into the main project and
of course after the ro.iect has come to an end.
Other Droject activities
To make research activities possible the pro.lect will also
strengthen the infrastructure of the research stations, by
providing additional offices and laboratories, equipment vehicles
etc.
3. THE PILOT CAGE CULTURE PROJECT
Introduction
A pilot project on cage culture on Lake Kariba was initiated by
Freshnet (Willards Foods (Pvt) Ltd) in 1988 and was monitored by
the Institute. The Institute took interest in growth rates
desirable stocking densitìes as well as the overall viabìlity of
the project.
Cage culture, if successful. could open up a new chapter in
aquaculture on the lake. It would be a way of increasing fish
production.
Project set uo
The project started off with 6 cages. These were relatively
small with a volume of 8 cubic meters and had a steel mesh. The
steel mesh was a design to protect fish from crocodiles.
The cages were stocked with Oreochromis mossambicus, Oreochromis
mortimeri and Tilaola rendalli.. O. mortimeri and T.rendalli
were mixed in five cages and O.mossambicus occupied their own
cage. The fish were fed with protein pellets.
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Proiect out mut
The results were encouraging. The three fish species showed good
growth rates. O.rnossambicus had a specific growth rate (SOR -
increase/individual/day) of 0.76 which is good. T.rendalli and
O.mortimeri had an SOR of 1.18 which was even higher. The hIgh
specific growth rates indicate that viability of the pro.ect
under the feed used was possible.
After this exercise was conducted Freshnet were able to have
another good harvest in the cages, The fish had an average of
400g after 5 to 6 months of feeding.
Exoansion of the Droject
As this was experimental, Freshnet have now been permitted to
expand and will add 8 new cages.
The design of the first cages created a number of problems. They
were prone to rusting, trìey were small and as they had a closed
top. it was extremely difficult to harvest the fish. The new
cages will be bigger and will have an open top.
Potential problems
Diving under the cages indicated the high presence of a
particular tyPe of snail. By visual estimate the biomass was
high. This probably fd on pellet material falling through the
cages. Hence cage culture has a potential to alter the
composition of the fauna in the immediate vicinity.
It also became apparent from observing fish in the cages that one
of these was Sarotherodon niloticus. This means this fish was
accidentally introduced into the cages. This is a potential
problem in the sense that exotic f ish could be accidentally
introduced into the lake. As indegineous fishes have shown good
growth rates there is no good iustification for clamoring for
niloticus. In fact all aquaculture farms on the lake are being
informed to get rid of any S. niloticus they may have.
4. CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
The Department of National Parks and Wildife Management was at
pains to decide whether to permit kanenta fishing co-operatives
or not. The indecision was understandable. Universally, fishing
co-oes have not been much of a success. And there was no reason
to anticipate that the position would be different on Lake
Kariba. The Department took a cautious stand. Thouqh three co-
ops had aoplied for only 2 Nyanvana and Chawara were given
fishing permits.
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This is three years later and it would be fair and with much less
caution to say that both Nyanyana and Chawara kapenta fishinq co-
operatives are doing well. Data are being collected on these co-
ops to facilitate documentation of their progress in a scientific
paper.
A number of criteria can be used as indications of the deqree
of progress or success of co-operatives. From the outset most
co-operatives need an injection of capital, At what stage will
dependence on external capital cease? One often looks at the
rate of internal credit generation within the co-operatives as a
move to self financial indeoendence and reduce reliance on
external funding.
Continued dependence on external funding clearly means the co-op
lacks financial viability and will certainly fail. The
perspective is of course important
Nyanyana and Chawara co-operatives have assets with a value that
is more than 3 times their original capital ali financed from
internal credit.
Other important criteria pertain to management and the functional
organisation of the co-oerative In many cases in literature
many co-os 'belong to individuals An informal creditor may
brinq a number of people together into a co-op. Often these
peoole are without capital and are virtually controlled by the
creditor. In some cases people belonging to different tribes
fail to co-operate.
Nyanvana and Chawara have overcome a number of these problems.
They operate through a Committee which is erected annually. The
committee does not feel "suoerior' and carry out duties like non
- committee members. In fact duties are carried out on a
rotational basis. This means that no few members are restricted
to unpopular duties. Since kapenta fishing is rather unoleasant.
those who qo fishing on the rigs are given financial incentives.
Members of these two co-oos belong to different tribes but this
has not proved a hinderance at all to their operations.
The success of Nyanvana and Chawara has been encouraging and
financial institutions have come forward willing to finance more
kapenta co-ops. The Department too has given permits to other
co-oos. These are Kariva, Mwenda. Gorge kapenta and Chalala
Fishing Co-operatives. They are all being financed by the EEC
and are in various stages of preparedness to start fishing.
In the inshore fishing co-ops, the Gache Gache and those
operating in the Irvin & Johnson (Pvt) Ltd concession areas are
still doing well. Of course their margins of profit are much
lower than the kaoenta co-ops. Special attention will be given
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to the inshore co-ops in the Lake shore planning exercise that
will be part of the NORAD sponsored study. Provision of
exclusive fishing zones to communities, or co-operatives may
transfer management responsibility of the zones to the respective
communities.
The setting up of the Binga sub station will facilitate working
within that part of the lake in terms of fisheries management.
research and extension work.
The Binga area is particularly difficult to work in especially
from the point of view of extension work.
The Binga Council is most unco-operative. They do not readily
take ideas and advice from people who come from outside the
region. One good example pertains to the Tweezye Co-operative.
This co-operative is disorganised and all attempts by the
Institute to restructure have been frustrated by the Binga
Council.
We have advised that for this co-operative to function well.
there would be need for a regrouping of the fishermen so that
members of the co-op moved together to exclusives fishing zone.
Hopefully more attention will be accorded this co-op during the
lake shore planning exercise.
5. 4N ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE KARIBA INTERNATIONAL TIGER
FISH TOURNAMENT.
Introduction
IS the value of sport fishing in rivers, dams and lakes
comparable to agriculture, industrial and other water
reauirements? Besides potential economic vaiues sport fishing
has intangible aesthetic and recreational values. This paper
gives an economic evaluation of the 1989 Kariba International
Tiger Fishing Tournament (K.I.T.F.T.) an annual event on Lake
Kariba that has been conducted for the past 27 Years. This
tournament retrìc,s' angling to -the tiger fish Hvdroc'nus
folskahlìi and draws participants from other countries and has
gained increased popularity over the years.
Effects to the local economy come in the form of travel costs.
lodging expenses, purchase of bait, annual fishing licences, cost
of fishing tackle etc. In most vacation trips, fishing is
incidental and travel and lodging expenses may not be included as
fishing costs (Bennet, 1971) but in the case of the K.I.T.F.T.
travel was for the sole purchase of the tournament.
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Organisation and history of the tournament
The tournament is well organised and is run by the International
Tiqer Fishing Tournament Committee which is within the framework
of the National Anglers Union of Zimbabwe (NAUZ).
The tournament is carried from the Charara site nèxt to the
Charara River on the Eastern Kariba basin. The site has
accommodation facilities in the form of chalets of varying
quality. These chalets are available for use throughout the year
by any member affiliated to the NAIJZ, at a cost of course.
Whilst outside the tournament period services are available in
the Kariba town 35 km away, during the tournament period a number
of facilities including fuel supplies, limited boat repairs, bar,
tackle shop, gift shop, store, banking and fishing bait are
available. The site is run by the Charara Site Committee.
Anglers compete in teams of 4 members 1 reserve member is
permissible. Individual effort within the team is recognised in
the awarding of trophies. Fairly stringent regulations guide the
performance of the anglers. These regulations specify angling
time, awarding of points to competitors, resolution of disputes
etc. Tackle standard and angling regulations follow the
International Garne Fish Association (IGFA) standards. IGFA has 2
representatives in Zimbabwe. The tournament has been runnlng
since 1969.
Evaluation of tournament costs
Expenses relating to the tournament were obtained with the use of
a questionnaire designed to get information on travel costs
(including return ournev lodqing fees (including food and
booze), cost of tackle, bait ana boats, cost of site
maintenance, entrance or comDetition fees as well as sponsorship.
Travel costs are limited to car fuel and ou costs as well as
breakdown expenses. These were taken as more direct costs and
wear and tear of vehicles (as worked out from mileage rates) were
not included. Costs relating to the usage of boats during the
tournament were restricted to boat hire as well as fuel and oil
used. These were considered more direct costs. Many teams used
their own boats. Although the questionnaire also sought the
value of the boats and tackl to get an appieciation of the
social level of the participants and the effects to the local
economy, the values could not be taken as direct costs relating
to the tournament. Boats were not purchased solely for the
tournament.
Results
Statistics pertaining to the participation of anglers and the
amount of fish caught are given in Table 1. A total of 1 182
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anglers within 309 teams together caught 5 101.85 kg of tiger
fish within the three days of the tournament.
The most expenses incurred by teams related to boat
hire/fuel/oil/ during the tournament, this item alone
contributing to 25.8% of the total expense (Table 2). Travel
costs also contribute substantially to the tournament costs with
17.5% of the total exøense. It is also interestinq to note the
high level of beer consumption.
The cost of catching 1 kg tiger fish is $100.00 which is high
(Table 3). The cost of catching 1 tiger fish is also high
amounting to $228.00. Overàiiy each anglerspends about $434.00
for the duration of the tournament.
71% of the teams practice for the tournament but this is mostly
carried out a few days before the tournament. 42.8% of the teams
play to wìn. 31.4% play for fun and 25% play both for fun and to
w i n.
Discussion
The evaluation shows that $100.00 is spent to catch 1 kg tiger
fish. Put in another way it costs $228.00 to land a sìngie tiger
fish , for the duration of the tournament. These figures are
considered under estimates because non of the questionnaì res
recovered were from teams that had travelled from outside
Zimbabwe who should of course have incurred high costs. These
were 11 foreign teams broken down as follows: IJ.K. (2), Malawi
(1). Botswana (3). Zambia (2), Finland (1) and Switzerland (2).
This fact not withstanding, the expenditure of $100.00 to catch a
single kilogram of tiger fish is very high. It has more than
doubled from Langerman's (1982) estimate of $40.00. It may be
hard to conclude that the increased amount needed to catch 1 kg
of tiger fish between 1982 and 1987 is a reflection of increased
participation. However, the difference points to a strong
appreciation of the increased cost of living in the country.
Participation has increased over the years from 89 teams in 1969
to 320 teams ïn 1987 an indicatìon of increased pooularìtv.
Interest for participation is even more were it not for NAUZ
restricting entrance to 320 teams.
The minimum value of any commercial fishery is taken as the first
price at landing. For the purpose of this exercise the first
price at landing has been taken as the mean of tiger fish retail
price o-F 3 companies in Kariba. and is $3.70 per kg. The
tournament therefore landed fish with a value of $18 873.7. This
'figure is only 3.6% of the money spent for the tournament and
will not constitute a recovery of tournament costs. Furthermore
the questionnaires revealed that most teams do not sell their
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fish. Most of the fish is taken for food. Some teams donate
fish to NAUZ which are sold to raise funds for the NAIJZ.
In more direct terms, participation in the tournament is to a
large extent for recreational ourpose. Part of the fun is in the
spirited "fight the tiger fish offers to the anqlers. The tiger
fish is one of the finest sporting fish in freshwaters (Kenmuir,
1973
;
Bell-Cross & Minshull, 1988). The response to the
questionnaire revealed that some teams play for fun and not to
win. Others play both for fun and to win. The questionnaire
also revealed that for those playing to win the strongest
motivation for participation was the possibility of winning the
boat was on offer. The boat was sponsored by AGI & IJnity
Insurance at a value of $38 000.00. There are of course
commercial incentives from non-competing organisations. For
example BP which donates $10 000.00 to the tournament annually
has the monopoly of supplying fuel at the tournament.
The high amount of money spent at the tournament for little
direct returns and the high level of particìpation show in a
stronq way the utilisation of sport fishing for recreational
purposes. There is a need to carry out a simì lar evaluation
exercise on a national scale. There are also strong indications
that the sport fishing supoorts in a big way the boat building
and tackle industries in the country. Although not gven much
prominence in the exercise the 309 teams could have boats with a
value of over 19 million dollars and tackle with a value of
around i million dollars. The boats were not necessarily
purchased for the K.I.LF.T. but are recreationally related and
used on the various water bodies within the country. Goodson
(1966) estimates that in the USA boats and tackle contributed to
95 a-F capital input into sport fishing.
The Karïba town could have benefitted from the purchase of food,
booze, boat hire etc. An estimation of this is difficult to make
because most teams probably Drought their own food and booze and
soft drinks could have been delivered by bottling comoanies from
outside Kariba.
Sport fishing should be encouraged in the country and has the
potential to grow. It- is well aopreciated in other countries for
example the USA where by 1965 28 million people spent 2.9 billion
US dollars (Bennet 1971). Although these statistics are old, the
implications are that much more money could currently be spent
in sport fishing.
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International FishTable 1 : Kariba Tiger Tournament Statistics.
1989.
Total number of teams entered 309
Total number of teams catching fish 267
Total number of fish caught 2 249
Total number of anglers (excluding reserves) 1 182
Total anglers catching fish (including reserves) 723
Total mass of fish caught (kg) 5 101.85
Average mass of fish caught (kg) 2.37
Average mass caught per angler overall (Kg) 4.32
Average number caught per angler overall 1 . 90
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Table 2 : Expenses incurred in relation to the Kariba
International Tiger Fishing Tournament (K.I.T.F.T.)
1989. Expenses incurred by organisations other than
participating teams are shown by asterisk.
IT EM Mean team
expense Z$
Total expenses
incurred for the
K.I.T.F.T. (Z$)
% of
Total
Travel 310.3 95882.7 18.7
Accommodation 117.8 36400.2 7.1
Food 284.3 87848.7 17.1
Booze 217.2 67114.8 13.1
Entry fee 120.0 37080.0 7.2
Boat hire/fuel/oil 429.6 132746.4 25.8
Bait 24.9 7692.3 1.5
BP sponsorship 10000.0 2.0
*AGI & Unity Insurance 38000.0 7.5
TOTAL 512765.1
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Table 3 : Summary statistics of Tables i & 2
The cost of catching 1 kg tiger fish z$100.00
The cost of catching i tiger fish Z$228.00
The cost incurred by a single angler Z$434.00
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C. Machena
6. TITLE HYDRO-ACOUSTIC SURVEYS IN LAKE KARIBA.
Research Proposal
OBJECTIVES
To establish a programme for a regular monitoring of the
stocks of kapenta as well as their size distribution.
To monitor fish migrations on the lake.
To attempt to establish environmental factors that trigger
the vertical míqrations of kapenta.
JUSTIFICATION
The project is part of a larger project seeking to establish
joint research programmes with Zambia to obtain data on stocks
and on the population dynamics of kaoenta. It is hoped that the
information generated will enable the formulation of joint
management strategies. The pelagic fishery is shared between
Zambia and Zimbabwe and has been managed separately.
The kape.ta stocks of Kariba represent the highest socio-
economically yielding fishery in Zimbabwe and allocating
resources for research in this fishery is much justified.
METHODS
a) Biomass and lenqth frequency analysis
The hydroacoustic technique as used in the pre-prolect phase by
Lindern (1989) will be used. This entails working along a number
of transects randomly selected to cover the lake. Along each
transect the density,of fish will be assessed using a portable
echosounder Simrad EY-M. It operates at 70kHz with an output of
loo Watt. The echo signals are recorded on tape and later
analysed by a computer. The hydroacoustic data acquisition
systems HADAS will be used to digitize and analyze the recorded
echosignals. Through the integration of both single fish echoes
and school echoes, the technique will give the total fish density
in an area (Lindern, 1989).
The data obtained will be used to estimate population size as
well as size distribution of the fish.
Fish rniqrations
The same technique as described above will be used to get an
indication of the extent of horizontal migrations, of the
kapenta.
The technique will also be used to detect and monitor events in
spawninq areas. For this part another echosounder with a hiqher
frequency e.q. 200 kHz will be used.
Events triqqerinq daily vertical miqrations of the kapenta
What triggers kaenta to cari-y out diurnal vertical migrations?
Theories proposing zooplankton migrations and changing light
quality have been proposed.
For this part kaDenta depth distribution will be correlated with
spectral light quality as well as dissolved oxygen levels.
Correlations with zooplankton biomass and species diversity is
demanding and assistance could be sought for this from University
Lake Kariba Research Station.
REFERENCE
Lindern, T. 1989. Results from the acoustic survey of Lake
Kariba. A report prepared for the Zambia/Zirnoabwe
SADCC Fisheries Prolect. University of Oslo.
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M. Z. MTSAMBIWA
7. TITLE
THE AGE STRUCTURE AND POPULATION DYNAMICS ON THE SARDINE
LIMNOTHRISSA MIODON IN LAKE KARIBA.
OBJECTIVES
To determine the age of the pre-recruit stages of
Limnothrissa miodon from daily increments in the otoliths.
To determine the stage in the development when the
deposition of the rings on the otoliths in L. miodon
commence.
(íii)To validate the periodicity of the increment deposition.
(iv) To identify spawning times, spawning grounds of Kapenta.
(y) To evaluate the life history parameters (e.g. growth and
mortality rates) of kapenta.
WORK ACCOMPLISHED
The first objective has been accomplished.
Otoliths from 113 specimens were prepared to enhance the
distinction between the incremental and discontinuous zones that
comprise each bipartite daily growth increment. This was
achieved applying a technique which resulted in an acetate-peel
replica of a polished and etched otolith surface. The age was
determined by counting the number of increments on the
photographs of the acetate-peel replicas.
The relationship between the number of growth increments and the
size of fish was analysed by carryìng out a simple linear
regression and based on the relationship a relative growth rate
of 0.23 mm per day was obtained. Also analysed was the
relationship between the number of growth increments, otoliths
size and length which was described by the multiple regression
equation:
Y 0.09 + O.002X + O.09x where Y otolith radius and X and x
are age and length of fish respectively.
Based on this equation the length of fish were back-calculated by
measuring radii of otolith at five incremental intervals which
culminated in a growth curve describing the early stages, of
miodon. Birth dates of the specimens were obtained by back-
calculation from the dates of capture.
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Subdaily increments and checks in the otoliths were identified as
possible sources of error and that these could be overcome by
validatinq studies to correctly interpret microstructure of the
otoliths in L.miodon.
This work was done as part of an M.Sc programme at the University
of Bangor (United kingdom).
The M.Sc programme ran from October 1988 to September 1989 but
the field work was done on Lake Kariba in May 1989.
The aim of the course was to train biologists in up-to-date
technìques of aquatic resource assessment and forecasting. The
course consisted of four components, in each of which a student
had to perforni satisfactorily in order to gain the M.Sc degree.
The components could be summarised as follows:
Core lecture courses which were examined formally at the
beginning of the third term which included diversity of
Marine Resources, Fisheries Ecology, Fisheries Acoustics,
fish energetics, Fish Migration. Fish Culture, Natural
Resource Economics, Fish Reproduction and the practice of
Fishery Management.
Ancillary courses comprising of Microcomouter training
Study visits. Introductory and Remedial Statistics and
seminars.
(o) Practical courses consisting of Fisheries Data Acquisition,
Fisheries Data Analysis. Special Aspects of Fishery
Assessment and Fish Feeding and Growth.
WORK 10 8E DONE
The programme to be started soon is the Zambia/Zimbabwe Lake
Kariba Fisheries Project. The initial stage will comprise
attaining objectives (ii) and (iii). Ring deposition commences
at different stages in different species. In some fish species
this activity starts t the egg stage. in others it starts at the
yolk-sac larval stage yet in others it starts when the fish
starts feeding. At what stage does ring deposition starts in
miodon? Further, at what rate does rìng deposition occur? This
has a bearing on a more definite age determination of the fish
which is crucial in growth studies.
The more encompassing aspect of the programme will investigate
the following:
(i) Kapenta spawning grounds, spawning times and the frequency
of spawning. It is generally accepted that kapenta has two
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spawning times within a year. What is the relative
strengths of the spawning populations? Do these spawning
populations overlap or are they adjacent i.e. does the next
spawning population commence on the terminal end of the
previous population. These aspects have a bearing on the
extent to which a fish could be exploited and have a
sufficient spawning population for another generation. It
is also important to evaluate whether the different breeding
populations are from one stock or different stocks.
(ii) Kapenta larval dispersal and survival. At what stage will
the young fish recruit into the fishery and what
environmental forces trigger this.
(iii)Kapenta growth rates and factors influencing these.
This programme will be carried out in conjunction with other
programmes of length frequency analysis and stock assessment.
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